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	Abstract: Determining potential depot execution risk prior to aircraft arrival, also known as pre-induction analysis (PIA), is badly limited by widespread miscoding of legacy maintenance data.  Most actionable data for programmed depot maintenance (PDM) resides in maintenance data comments.  However, an estimated 40% of all USAF maintenance records in REMIS (Reliability & Maintainability Information System) do not possess reliable coding for PDM.  Manual efforts to scrub records are painstakingly slow and unsustainable: four years of filtering by a rare SME yielded only 10% scrubbing coverage for C-130.Cybernet's Automated Data Cleanser (ADC) developed under SBIR with Warner Robins AFB demonstrated 7x improvement in scrubbing coverage* and over 2100x improvement in filter generation time**: what took four years to hand-code is now done in less than a day, and with better results.  More significantly, the same ADC technology executed successfully on multiple platform types without expert input by using big data techniques to learn and assign the correct coding to records.  The C-130 Hercules Division Structures and Integrity Engineering Section Chief at AFLCMC/WLNEB described the ADC technology as "revolutionary for managing legacy USAF maintenance data."  The Air Force is currently integrating the ADC technology into its organic AFIRM fleet reliability web system under the 581st SMXS at WRALC.The ADC uses the discrepancy and corrective narrative text entered by pilots and maintainers to train itself without a priori knowledge.  The ADC then applies a multi-stage cleansing process to correct the alphanumeric maintenance work unit codes (WUC) that identify the system, sub-system, and component worked on.  For example, a poorly coded record with WUC "11000 Airframe" may be corrected to "1128B Nose Landing Gear Hydraulic Door Support."  The ADC successfully tested on four platforms (C-130, F-15, C-5, E-8C) with three to five years of data consisting of hundreds of thousands of records each, and executed in less than a day.The ADC module is plug-and-play: coded in Java it takes a database file as input and outputs the corrected work unit code into the same database.  The ADC only requires each maintenance record to include a WUC and a descriptive text.  The module will adapt to any work unit code length for any platform asset regardless of service branch, enabling its potential impact to extend across the DoD maintenance community.  The ADC redeems otherwise disqualified records for PIA to improve the likelihood of finding and fixing emerging issues.  Most importantly, it frees substantially more time to discover and remediate additional bad actors sooner, reducing unexpected over-and-above findings at depot and improving fleet mission capable rates.*Based on 1500 random samples of C-130 records: 115 evaluated by manually developed Excel macros vs. 780 evaluated by ADC for 7x more coverage.**Based on 3200 filters (C-130) hand-coded over four years (2.2 filters/day) vs. 7420 generated by ADC in 1 day (7420 filters/day) for 3385x speedup; and 740 filters (F-15) hand-coded in 6 months (4.1 filters/day) vs. 3860 generated by ADC in 1 day (3860 filters/day) for 939x speedup, resulting in over 2100x average speedup.


